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AWARD CITATION 

1. Surname, name and middle name CHETVERIKOV VLADIMIR KUZMICH

2. Rank Sr. Lieutenant

3. Position and unit Head of the signalling service of 302 Guards 
mortar regiment.

is recommended for order “RED BANNER”

4. Birth year 1914

5. Nationality Russian

6. Party membership VKP(b) member

7. Participation in the civil war and later in 
defence of USSR, in Patriotic war

In Patriotic war since June 1941 on South-
Western front.

8. Wounds and contusions One severe wound in 1941

9. In Red Army service since 1936

10. Drafted by which induction station Makeevka district military commissariat,  
Stalino region.

11. Previous awards None

12. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 Head of the signalling service of the regiment Guards Sr.Lt. CHETVERIKOV 
proved himself in combat as a decisive and brave officer. During the winter 
fighting period 1942-1943, comrade CHETVERIKOV performed many times quite 
difficult combat assignments. On 24 December 1942, comrade CHETVERIKOV 
was assigned to bring a column of 10 ammunition carrying trucks to the positions 
of 413 Guards mortar squadron located in stanitsa Tatsinskaya supporting 2 
Guards “Tatsinskaya” tank corps, which was semi-encircled by the enemy. 
Comrade CHETVERIKOV honourably fulfilled that mission. The ammunitions 
were delivered in time, so that the squadron salvoes eliminated enemy troops and 
allowed to escape enemy encirclement with small losses together with 2 tank 
corps. During our offensive towards Rogan’-Vasischevo-Bezlyudovka on 14 August 
1943, comrade CHETVERIKOV was ordered to setup wired signalling links 
between the squadrons and the regiment headquarters. 
 Sr.Lt. CHETVERIKOV departed on a vehicle to the sovkhoz “Stalin”, but it 
was still occupied by the German sub-machine gunners, who opened fire at his 
vehicle. Sr.Lt. CHETVERIKOV acted resolutely. He and his signalmen flanked the 
enemy and eliminated 6 enemy soldiers, captured and returned to the base their 
firearms. He established the wire links in proper time, which enabled the 
squadrons to fire its salvo at enemy troops concentration in the villages 
Vasischevo-Lezogibovka.
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The villages were taken by our troops with only small losses. During the winter 
offensive, as well as during the Kharkov offensive, comrade CHETVERIKOV 
efficiently establishes signalling networks, such that  both the radio and the 
wireline signalling is always reliable. He also efficiently provides signalling towards 
the supported rifle units. 
 For personal courage and bravery, for efficient organisation and command 
of his signalling units during battles, Sr.Lt. CHETVERIKOV deserves state award 
order “RED BANNER”. 

Chief of Staff of 302 Guards mortar regiment 
20 August 1945    Guards Major  signature  /SCHERBIN/ 

II. Conclusion of the superiors

Comrade CHETVERIKOV is a brave and resolute combat officer. He is initiative 
and resourceful. He takes care of his equipment and saves it effectively. He is an 

efficient commander of his troops in battle.

Commander of 302 Guards mortar regiment 
Guards Lt. Colonel signature /KAZAK/

21 August 1943

III. Conclusion of Army Military Council

He is to be bestowed with order “PATRIOTIC WAR II CLASS”

Commander of artillery troops of 57 army 
Guards Mj. General signature /NOVITSKY/

31 August 1943

IV. Conclusion of the Front Military Council

V. Conclusion of the award commission

VI. Award record 
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